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Anger against Culture & Sport

Glasgow's (CSG) intended £3.4m

cuts to community leisure services

and staff has led to public petitions

in support of the strike action by

Unison, Unite, GMB and Bectu

members opposing these

destructive cuts.

In May, a signed petition was

handed to Glasgow City Council

and CSG when Woodside Leisure

Centre's new timetable revealed

that staff were to be laid off and

classes cut back, many of which

are continuously fully booked.

CSG’s website claims they want

“to enhance the health and

wellbeing of people who live, work

and visit the City” as well as

increase the volume of Glasgow

public using leisure facilities.

Considering the well documented

health issues of Glasgow and the

rising levels of obesity throughout

the UK, it makes no sense to close

a resource which is both being

used and is needed.

A CSG employee said:

"There has been no discussion in

terms of terms and conditions in

the public forum and Culture &

Sport have gone back on any

promises to expand these

discussions.

Strikers combatcultural vandals

This woman compared the work of

Robert Owen and New Lanark to

Silverburn Shopping Centre in a talk

called "Culture and Sport a matter of

life and death" at New Lanark.

CSG are also unwilling to

compromise and if things go on as

they are then employees could face

a loss of 10% of their take home

pay as well as a pay freeze for the

next three years.

If money has been wasted and

they’re looking for ways to save

money then this isn’t good

management: it’s a knee jerk

reaction and it’s not the strikers

who have misspent the money

either.

The people who will suffer in the

long term are those who are most

vulnerable and those who can’t

afford to join private health clubs."

To protest against the cuts to

services and staff contact Chief

Executive of Culture & Sport,

Bridget McConnel (pictured

below), on:

Phone: 0141 287 4350

Email: info@csglasgow.org

Strikers show their colours outside the offices ofCulture & Sport Glasgow.



key here is that as MPs and not

councillors, these politicians

enjoyed the safety of not being

complicit in council decisions – but

who is to say they would not have

behaved the same in an

environment run similarly to that of

the cronyridden Glasgow City

Council?

The political choices we are faced

with today’s  the parties which can

realistically gain power in

government or councils  are so

narrow and dominated by similar

agendas it is no wonder so many of

the population feel alienated from

the whole process. The election

becomes a mere ‘event’ , no

different than XFactor, instead of

an actual process impacting upon

our daily lives.

People Power – local

struggles within the

community

Despite all this doom and gloom,

Glasgow is not without precedent

when it comes to popular struggle:

from the ‘Red Clydeside’ era

(including the femaledominated

rent strikes of 1915) through to the

workins of the Upper Clyde

shipbuilders in the 70s and the anti

poll tax actions of the 80s and 90s.

In recent times we have seen

residents’ groups join with

community activists and unions in

striking against Glasgow Housing

Association’s plans to remove

Wyndford still united
On the eve of the May 2010 UK

parliamentary elections, local

parents and residents from the

Wyndford held a march through the

estate and onto Maryhill Road to

protest outside the Labour Party

election headquarters for Glasgow

North.

The protest was a reminder of

Glasgow City Council's decision to

close the Wyndford and St

Gregory’s primary schools last year

(as part of 25 closures across the

city).

Local residents were aware of the

fact that any campaign needs to be

at the very least a visible presence

and decided to coincide the protest

with the elections for a greater

impact, not to mention the

anniversary of the occupations of

the schools, in April and June 2009.

Questions

The protest and the election

raise important questions about

participation in our communities –

do we rely on the ballot box and a

‘representative’ democracy to

solve our problems or are genuine

communityled initiatives a

legitimate and realistic way

forward?

Following the election, the ‘first

past the post’ voting system has

once again brought up the question

of ‘alternative voting’ – something

the Westminster coalition has

promised a referendum over. With

only one Conservative seat won in

the whole country, it is the same

old story in Scotland and shows the

current system is ludicrous and

outdated.

But what difference would we feel

locally if, say, Katy Gordon (Lib

Dem) or Patrick Grady (SNP) had

won this seat? Both of these MPs

opposed the closure of our local

schools, as did the successful

candidate, Labour’s Ann

McKechin, whose office local

schools protesters marched to. The
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Locals commemorate the anniversary of the closure ofWyndford and
St Gregory's primary schools last year.

Cont'd on next page
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The Woodside area of Glasgow is

witnessing community land

reclamation. A local group of

activists have taken over a piece of

derelict ground on the site of a

collapsed tenement and set about

transforming it into a community

garden.

The plot of land on West Princes

Street is set to become a focal point

for the local community. Plans for

the land are already taking shape

and the area has seen huge progress

in the short time since work began.

The transformation has not

happened by itself however as

many people from the surrounding

area have participated in the cutting

down of bushes, digging up of trees

and removal of rubble. The garden

has seen contributions from old and

young, people with expertise and

people with none. Local students,

workers, pensioners and

unemployed have all volunteered

their time to the project.

The work has been taking place on

a Saturday from about eleven until

four including a lunchbreak. The

break usually consists of a sit down

in the garden to share some food.

This is when a lot of the chitchat

takes place, which is a perfect way

of getting to meet new folk in the

community.

There have been meetings in the

local area to discuss plans for the

future development of the garden

and how to maximise participation

from the community. Plans for the

garden include the building of a

children's area, the growing of food

such as radishes as well as

continuing to involve the local

community in the developing of

the plot.

So if you want to get involved

meet new people and learn new

skills as well as contribute to the

improvement of the local

environment then you can email

growglasgow@yahoo.com to

contact the organisers.

Woodside makes gardenin ruins of tenement

concierge staff from tower blocks.

This struggle in 2005 resulted in

victory after GHA backed down on

their initial plans.

Since October 2008 local residents

have formed ‘North Kelvin

Meadow Campaign’ and turned

disused playing fields into a multi

use area with allotments and an

orchard. Much of this has

combined DIY community work

with clever tactics like installing

bat boxes in the meadow. Bats are

a known protected species making

it very difficult for the land to be

redeveloped.

More recently, we have last year’s

schools closure campaigns.

Despite defeat for local parents and

kids, the campaign proved very

positive. Through their occupation

of the schools, to savvy promotion

and management of local and

national media, the campaigners

were able to win the support of the

city. This showed in the local

solidarity given from shops, hair

salons and even Partick Thistle FC.

The fight can be said to have

influenced two great achievements

for locals: the forming of a

Wyndford and District Community

Council and the renovation of St

Gregory’s school building as a new

family centre.

Many physical improvements in

our own areas have been at the

hands of local residents and

activists. For all their talk on those

election leaflets, how many of the

local MPs can say they have done

as much?

Wyndford and localarea continues fight
Cont'd from previous page
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Using Glasgow’s bus network

pretty much means you have to use

Firstbus plc. Almost 98% of

Glasgow commuters have to use

the one private bus company or a

monopoly as you can call it.

Firstbus receives subsidies from

the government to run the service.

Some people will remember that

before Firstbus ran Glasgow’s

buses, there was Strathclyde

Passenger Transport Executive,

with big yellow and green buses.

Deregulation (or privatisation) of

UK bus services, opened up to the

market to other companies. In

1986 Councilowned Strathclyde

Buses was born and had to stand

on its own two feet. In 1998

Firstgroup bought up Strathclyde

Buses and the monopoly began.

Should we be blaming Firstbus plc

for Glasgow’s poor bus services?

Yes, but they are not the only ones

to blame  Firstbus plc is like any

other profitmaking company: they

have to make as much money as

they can  it’s the system. Before

Glasgow Firstbus, the decision to

privatise was taken by politicians

and it has not favoured for the

people of Glasgow.

Firstgroup comes first for private subsidy

The Burgh Angel Contact Details

The Burgh Angel can be contacted

as follows. If you are letting us

know about your views, or some

news you think we should report,

please tell us whether or not we

can publish your name.

Write to: The Burgh Angel

1/2 189b Maryhill Road,

Glasgow, G20 7XJ

Email: theburghangel@gmail.com

Web:www.burghangel.org.uk
The Burgh Angel is run by local
volunteers. We have no affiliation
to the local or national government
or political parties. We will print
what we believe to be the truth and
are not afraid to offend if the truth
needs to be told. We would also
welcome any comments or ideas
you might have. we will not
identify you without your
permission.

We need a service that is run for us,

not for profit. We need a say where

the buses go in Glasgow and not

cutting areas off at night.




